**About Us**

Sielox LLC is a leading provider of integrated access control and video surveillance solutions. As a leader in the security industry, Sielox has been providing access control systems since 1979. Recognizing the security requirements—entry to enterprise level—of organizations in today’s complex and demanding environments, Sielox provides its customers with fully integrated access control and video surveillance solutions. Sielox serves a broad range of clients within multiple industry sectors: commercial, education, financial, government, healthcare, library, logistics and retail.

Sielox’s comprehensive solutions are based on their extensive product line, proven technology, and years of experience in the security industry. At the core of these solutions is the enterprise-level Pinnacle® software that provides total control of an organization’s entire access control network—providing upgrade capabilities, the ability to re-configure, expand and extend the solution in anticipation of future demands. Pinnacle works seamlessly with Sielox's comprehensive range of controllers, readers, proximity cards and other hardware.

Sielox’s access control solutions are available through an established and continually evolving network of authorized business partners.
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Providing Access Control Solutions since 1979

Integrated access control & video surveillance solutions.

Seamless Integration. Complete Visibility.

You’re secure.
Unparalleled scalable solutions for access control – tailored to your clients’ needs.

With solutions as flexible as they are reliable, Sielox delivers enterprise-wide, total access control for any facility or application. Sielox offers advanced integrated solutions that encompass a wide range of access control products, systems, and technologies. Offering uncompromising reliability, systems powered by Sielox technology are the definitive solution for critical 24/7 access control.

With a complete portfolio of access control and surveillance software, hardware, and accessories, Sielox is a one-stop solutions provider for its business partners. Sielox delivers industry-leading components in every product category, from cards and readers to controllers and access control software. Easy to install and easy to use, all Sielox products are developed to foster scalable, modular solutions.

By integrating video surveillance, Sielox adds an extra layer of security, providing instant visibility, as well as a visual record of exception-based events. By partnering with companies pioneering innovative technologies, such as biometrics, Sielox can further extend system capabilities to offer multi-factor authentication solutions. Sielox’s access control systems can integrate with most widely used third-party systems, allowing for considerable customization of end-user solutions.

Pinnacle® Access Control Solution

Pinnacle® event management software from Sielox has become the benchmark for quality, capability and scalability in administering an access control network. As companies increasingly look to merge the management of their access control and security systems, Pinnacle is the ideal solution to unite the administration of an enterprise-wide security network under a single command application.

Feature-rich Pinnacle software performs fast and secure registration and authentication, from initial badges through verification. In keeping with the Sielox philosophy of developing products that evolve with the clients’ needs, Pinnacle is easily upgradable and expandable to not only meet current security needs, but also grow and adapt to meet future demands. Pinnacle supports all Sielox products and easily integrates with third-party products and software to provide the total solution that system administrators require.

Pinnacle was developed by Sielox software engineers as part of their Agile development methodology. This team-based approach reflects Sielox’s commitment to delivering the highest in quality by promoting improvement at every stage in the software development process.

Combined with Sielox proximity cards, readers and controllers, Pinnacle provides confident and comprehensive control for your facility, today and well into the future.

Effectively manage the security of your facility well into the future.

Sielox has developed specialized knowledge and tailored solutions for multiple industry sectors including commercial, education, financial, government, healthcare, library, logistics, and retail.

Evolution on Investment: Your clients’ initial expenditures yield dividends over time.

Evidenced by its “No Controller Left Behind” business philosophy, Sielox emphasizes backward compatibility in the development of new products so that sensible, budget-conscious system expansion is enabled while legacy products remain supported. This commitment to extending the life of legacy products is helping clients derive the maximum benefit from their security dollar.

As companies are increasingly facing greater compliance regulations, Sielox offers fail-safe solutions for managing building access and securing critical areas within facilities to ensure compliance. Sielox’s extensive product catalog meets the complex application needs and budget requirements of a wide range of organizations – from small to large corporations and institutions with large campus complexes. As a result of its wealth of experience, Sielox has developed specialized knowledge and tailored solutions for multiple industry sectors including commercial, education, financial, government, healthcare, library, logistics, and retail.

Designed to exceed customer expectations for reliability and integrity, Sielox develops innovative technologies that continue to set new standards for access control excellence. Sielox delivers access control solutions that evolve with user needs to ensure that security requirements are met from initial implementation to the foreseeable future to provide the greatest value for the end user. With Sielox, your clients’ access control investment will go further and their confidence in the security of their facilities and assets will endure.

Clients derive the maximum benefit from their security dollars.

No Controller Left Behind

With its firm commitment to customer satisfaction and its “No Controller Left Behind” business philosophy, Sielox will continue to offer backward compatible technology innovation in support of its legacy products. Its customers can be confident that their security investment will remain relevant for many years to come.
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Unparalleled scalable solutions for access control – tailored to your clients’ needs.

With solutions as flexible as they are reliable, Sielox delivers enterprise-wide, total access control for any facility or application. Sielox offers advanced integrated solutions that encompass a wide range of access control products, systems, and technologies. Offering uncompromising reliability, systems powered by Sielox technology are the definitive solution for critical 24/7 access control.

With a complete portfolio of access control and surveillance software, hardware, and accessories, Sielox is a one-stop solutions provider for its business partners. Sielox delivers industry-leading components in every product category, from cards and readers to controllers and access control software. Easy to install and easy to use, all Sielox products are developed to foster scalable, modular solutions.

By integrating video surveillance, Sielox adds an extra layer of security, providing instant visibility, as well as a visual record of exception-based events. By partnering with companies pioneering innovative technologies, such as biometrics, Sielox can further extend system capabilities to offer multi-factor authentication solutions. Sielox’s access control systems can integrate with most widely used third party systems, allowing for considerable customization of end-user solutions.
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Pinnacle Access Control Solution

Pinnacle’s event management software from Sielox has become the benchmark for quality, capability and scalability in administering an access control network. As companies increasingly look to merge the management of their access control and security systems, Pinnacle is the ideal solution to unite the administration of an enterprise-wide security network under a single command application.

Feature-rich Pinnacle software performs fast and secure registration and authentication, from initial badge through verification. In keeping with the Sielox philosophy of developing products that evolve with the client’s needs, Pinnacle is easily upgradable and expandable to not only meet current security needs, but also grow and adapt to meet future demands. Pinnacle supports all Sielox products and easily integrates with third-party products and software to provide the total solution that system administrators require.
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Unmatched reliability – unparalleled scalability.
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